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Internet, Phone & Media Contract 5781

Student’s Name: ____________________Grade: ____________
Student phone cell number: _____________________________
Student email: ____________________@ __________________

The Internet is undoubtedly one of the greatest tools of our time.  As with any technology, it comes with

some risks and potential dangers. One of the challenges of COVID has definitely been the increase in

internet use by all ages.  LGHS still feels it to be important to have guidelines and policies in place to limit

exposure and usage time to the best of our abilities. To that end,  require the following to be in place:

1. All students are required to turn in their phone every morning to the office for the day.
2. Any student who has a smartphone, must have parental controls and/or filters placed on their

phone. One resource in Chicago for this is TAG.  Their number is 847-920-8245.
3. Due to the current situation, LGHS may need to distribute devices for school use.  LGHS will filter

them appropriately.  Students are not allowed any other electronic device with internet access.
4. Dorm students with smartphones are required to give them to the dorm counselors upon their

arrival to school. They will be returned when they leave for vacation. While at school, dorm
students are only allowed cell phones that have no wifi access and no data plan.  This is true
even if their phones break while here.

5. In town  students are not permitted to bring a smart phone to school programs, farbrengens, or
Shabbatons.

6. Students are allowed only gmail email accounts.
7. Students are not permitted social media accounts.

We reserve the right to check all phones, and to confiscate any that do not meet the above
requirements, as well as any other data devices. For more details, please see the Student Handbook.

I have read, understand, and agree to follow all of the above policies. I understand that if any of the
above conditions are broken, the phone or device will be confiscated.

My daughter has the following phones. Please specify make and model and phone number:

1. Make/Model: _______________________________ Phone number: _____________________
2. Make/Model: _______________________________ Phone number: _____________________

Signature of parents   ____________________________ _________________________________

Signature of student ____________________________ Date__________________________________
If your daughter does not have a phone, sign below. Should she get a phone during the year, you must
inform the office.
Signature of parents   ____________________________ _________________________________

Signature of student ____________________________ Date__________________________________
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